
 

 

A Garden History & Design Minute from 
the Archives of American Gardens (AAG) 

Since the Archives of American Gardens’ Digital Submission Policy was implemented in 
January 2009, AAG has seen digital submissions zoom from 0% of the total to just about 
33%--and the percentage creeps up every quarter.  It is not difficult to imagine a day in 
the not so distant future when all the garden images that AAG receives are born digital.  
 

I can use any digital camera to document gardens for 
the Archives of American Gardens, right?  WRONG! 

 

 

 
 

Sensor sizes in most current digital cameras relative to a 
standard 35mm frame. 

 

 
AAG’s Digital Submission Policy defines 
the minimum standards that DSLR 
(Digital Single Lens Reflex) cameras 
should attain to shoot images for the GCA 
Collection.  Cameras reaching these 
standards produce images that are best 
suited for a wide variety of archival 
applications including publications and 
exhibitions.  High quality images capture 
more digital data and therefore produce 
the best ‘product’ for long-term 
preservation.  Imagine having to open up 
one of these digital images decades from 
now, not just next month.  
 

The Policy’s stickiest issue seems to 
involve the camera’s sensor size. The 
graphic on the left illustrates sensor sizes 
relative to a standard 35mm film frame 
(circled in black) which, until recently, 
was the standard for GCA Collection 
submissions.  AAG’s Policy requests 
digital cameras with a sensor size of 
2.5cm or higher (circled in green).   

Most point-and-shoot digital cameras have a relatively tiny sensor (circled in red) that 
cram a lot of digital data into a small space.  This can lead to problems when it comes 
time to refresh the digital file for long-term preservation  
purposes or to enlarge the digital image for something like an  
exhibit or a publication.  
 

Any camera’s sensor size* can be checked on the Digital 
Photography Review’s website at www.dpreview.com/products.   
Don’t hesitate to contact AAG staff if you need help with 
determining your camera’s sensor size or have any other 
questions.  Capturing the best possible garden images today 
will be invaluable for garden researchers a century from now!    

                                                                                                                                        Skatutakee Farm in Hancock, NH.  
* For dimensional formulas, multiply the two numbers and move the decimal point           August 2009. Eleanor Briggs, photographer. 
two places to the left to figure out the cm size.   
Example: 20.7mm x 13.8mm = 285mm² = 2.85cm.  AAG approved!  

 

Digital image from the Garden Club of America Collection at the Archives of American Gardens         
 

By Joyce Connolly, Museum Specialist, AAG.  May 2011.  
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